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Abstract

This paper presents detailed calculations of a module design of a module design with
separate cooling to the hybrid and detector. In this paper, comparison of the baseline
module with the seperated-cooling module are presented to help identify critical elements
of the baseline.



1 Thermal Simulations of Recent Baseline Designs.

To begin, models of the Outer SCT modules were created for the FEA program ANSYS.
The most recent ("G") design, and its immediate predecessor ("F"), were modelled with
a partially-split inner cooling block.

The major difference between the two is the separation between the edges of the
lower support and the hybrid. (The lower support is the A1N crosspiece closest to the
hybrid.) In the "F" design, this distance is 2.0mm, and in the "G" design it is 4.5mm.
Figures 1 and 2 show the two models, before the fanins and inner location pad were
added. The "G" design also features a design change to the Lower Support, which has
been given a wider, tapering tongue.

The material

Material

Silicon
Glue
Grease
A1N

TPG

BeO
glass
Aluminium
CuNi

PEEK

properties used in the models were defined thus:

Thermal Conductivity
(W/m2.K)
136
0.42
0.4
180

1700 (x,z directions)
8 (y direction)
260
1.5
240
29

0.25

Notes

two 0.3mm wafers

Upper, Centre, and Lower supports
(0.5mm thickness with 0.275mm slots)
module spine
(0.5mm thickness)
hybrid base (0.5mm thickness)
fanins (0.3mm thickness)
cooling contacts
cooling pipes
(4mm outer diameter, 3.8mm inner diameter)
location pad

The silicon wafers were given a temperature-dependent resistivity[2]:

[V273.15/ eXP \\~2h ) \T 273.15 J J J
(1)

where T is the temperature, po is the resistivity at T = 0 degrees Celsius (the value
for which is an arbitary choice), eg is effective energy gap in silicon (=1.23 eV), and kj,
is Boltzmann's constant.

A heat generation of 7W was applied to the chips on the hybrid. It was assumed
that the front-end chips generate the same amount of heat as the back-end chips.

Cooling was simulated by applying a Heat Transfer Coefficient of 3000W/m2.K to
the inner surfaces of the cooling pipes. This HTC was chosen as a value easily achieved
by CzF8, the most likely choice of coolant for the SCT[3]. A coolant temperature of
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Figure 1: The baseline "F" design, with fanins and inner location pad removed. (The
upper silicon wafer has also been removed for clarity).



Figure 2: The baseline "G" design, with fanins and inner location pad removed. (The
upper silicon wafer has also been removed for clarity).



—17°C was chosen.

Power was then generated in the silicon wafers by applying a voltage across the faces
of the wafers.

We know

V = VPR (2)

where P is power, and R is the resistance across the wafer, equal to:

^ (3)

where z is the wafer thickness (0.3mm), and A is the cross-sectional area.

Equations 2 and 3 imply that

V=d-poz (4)

=> V — \J(Power density) x poz (5)

So for a power density, normalized to T = 0, the voltage was calculated and applied.
ANSYS was then allowed to run. If a steady-state solution was found, the temperatures
on the silicon and hybrid were recorded and a higher power density was chosen. This
process was repeated until thermal runaway occured.

The resultant runaway curves for both designs are shown in figure 3.

The graph shows that, as expected, there is virtually no difference between the two
designs with their fanins and location pads removed. At 240//PV/mm2, there is only 0.58
degrees difference between the maximum silicon temperatures seen in the two models.
Their runaway powers only differ by 10//W/mm2, with the "G" design being better.

Figures 4 and 5 show how the heat in the detector is flowing through three surfaces
in the model:

• The surface between the Inner Cooling Contact and the glue layer that attaches
it to the Hybrid (denoted IChyb).

• The surface between the Inner Cooling Contact and the glue layer that attaches
it to the Lower Support (denoted ICLS).

• The surface between the Outer Cooling Contact and the glue layer that attaches
it to the Upper Support (denoted OCUS).

Clearly all the heat in the detector must leave it through these surfaces, so
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Figure 3: The runaway curves for the "F" and "G" baselines, with their fanins and
location pads removed.



IChyb + ICLS + OCUS = total heat produced in the silicon wafers and the hybrid (W)
(6)

=» IChyb + ICLS + OCUS = total heat produced in the silicon wafers (W) + 7.0 (W)
(7)

.-. total heat produced in the silicon wafers (W) = IChyb+ICLS+OCUS-7.0 (W) (8)

We can also calculate the net heat flow through the fanins and location pad. Since
the only other way for heat to leave the hybrid is through the IChyb surface, we can say

Heat flow through fanins and location pad (W) = 7.0 — IChyb (9)

The plots show that, with no fanins or location pads, the "F" and "G" designs are,
as suggested by the similar runaway curves, virtually identical in terms of heat flows.

The absense of fanins and locpads means that the ICHyb heat flow should be the
entire 7.0W being generated in the hybrid. The plots for both designs show this expected
behaviour. The IChyb values are constant and equal to 7.0W within a reasonable
rounding error (0.037W or 0.52% for the "F" design and or for the "G" design)

The graphs show that even with no power being generated in the silicon wafers,
there is some heat flowing through the outer contact (« OAW). This is heat from the
hybrid which is passing through to the inner contact through the ICHyb surface and
then leaking back into the detectors through the ICLS surface. This is also observed
as negative value (meaning heat flowing out of the contact) on the ICLS line at zero
detector power. In fact, it is only when the silicon power reaches 150fj,W/mm2 (for the
"F" design) or 160nW/mm2 (for the "G" design) that the net power flow across ICLS
becomes positive.

2 Baseline Designs with Fanins and Location Pads.

We shall now look at what happens to the thermal model when the required glass fanins
and PEEK location pad are included.

The runaway curves for both the "F" and "G" designs are shown in figure 6, and the
heat flows in the models are shown in figures 7 and 8

Compared with the no-fanin case, the runaway powers are now less since there is
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Heat flows for Baseline "F" design with no
fanins/locpad
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Figure 4: The heat flows for the "F" baseline design, without fanins or locpad.
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Figure 5: The heat flows for the "G" baseline design, without fanins or locpad.
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Figure 6: The runaway curves for the "F" and "G" baselines, with and without their
fanins and inner location pad.



Heat flows for Baseline "F" design
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Figure 7: The heat flows for the "F" baseline design.
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Figure 8: The heat flows for the "G" baseline design.



some heat leakage from the hybrid to the lower support through the fanins and location
pad.

The temperature spread seen on the silicon wafers is approximately constant. For
the "F" design it is 5.8 degrees at P = OnW/mm2 and 6.2 degrees at P = 120/iW/mm2.
The "G" design has a spread of 4.7 degrees at P = OfjW/mm2 and 5.1 degrees at
P = 120 fj,W/'mm2.

It should be noted that the coolest point on the silicon (that closest to the outer
cooling contact) is still 2.5 degrees above the coolant temperature for the "F" design,
or 2.1 degrees above for the "G" design. This suggests that the outer contact is having
difficulty removing the heat at that end and a bottleneck is occuring.

The plots show the benefit of the changes to the lower support and hybrid. Although
the fanins are the same size in both cases, the increased separation between the hybrid
and lower support means the "G" design fanins have narrower stripes of glue on their
edges where they contact the hybrid and lower support. Hence the effective length of
the "bridges" between the hybrid and the lower support is longer for the "G" design,
allowing less heat to leak through.

With less heat leaking through the fanins, the "G" design shows an increase in the
amount of heat flowing through the IChyb layer. This results in a small increase in heat
leaking back through the ICLS layer (there is a net heat flow into the lower support
until the detector power reaches 85/UW/mm2, as opposed to the "F" design, which never
has heat flow into the ICLS layer), but the overall effect is lower temperatures at a given
wafer power and an improved runaway power (270/jW/mm2 compared to 245/iW/mm2).

3 Baseline Designs with Alternative Pipes.

We shall now briefly consider what happens if the CuNi cooling pipes are replaced with
aluminium ones. CuNi has a very poor thermal conductivity (29W/m.K). This means
that while heat can pass through the thin (lmm) pipe wall to the coolant, it will tend
not to flow sideways along the pipe itself. This means that only the sections of pipe in
direct contact with the cooling contacts are involved in the removal of heat from the
module.

With aluminium pipes, the heat can spread out a little along the pipes themselves,
so a greater surface area of the pipes will be aiding in the removal of heat. This should
improve the contacts' ability to remove heat and therefore lower the temperatures seen
in the module, raising the runaway power.

Figure 9 shows the runaway curves for the "F" and "G" baselines with both CuNi
and Aluminium pipes. As expected, the aluminium pipes has improved the thermal
characteristics, increasing the runaway power by 25 — 30{j,W/mm2.
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With aluminium pipes, the silicon temperature spread is still approximately constant
but is now not as large. On the "F" design, the spread is 5.7 degrees at P = OiiW/mm2

and 6.1 degrees at P = 120fj,W/mm2. On the "G" design, the temperatures spreads are
4.6 degrees at P = O/uW/mm2 and 5.0 degrees at P = 12Qjj,W/mm2.

Contour plots of the temperatures seen of the lower silicon wafers of the "F" and
"G" designs, with aluminium pipes and 120nW/mm2 of power, are shown in figures 10
and 11. The coolest points on the silicon wafers are now 2.1 ("F" design) or 1.7 ("G"
design) degrees above the coolant temperature. This is an improvement of the baselines
with CuNi pipes, showing how the aluminium pipes have help in reduced the bottleneck
at the outer contact.

Figures 12 and 13 show the heat flows in the modules fitted with aluminium pipes.
As the fanins have not been changed, the amount of heat leaking through them is the
same as in the CuNi-pipe case.

4 An Alternative Fanin Material.

We shall now explore a variety of further changes to the baseline design, to see how the
module's thermal properties may be further improved.

We have already seen how changes to the fanin region, made in the "G" design, have
improved the thermal performance of the module, so we we shall now consider a change
to the fanin itself. The "F" and "G" modules were resimulated with the glass fanins
changed to kapton. With its lower thermal conductivity, we should see less heat leaking
through the kapton fanins. The cooling pipes are again the original material of CuNi.

Figures 14 and 15 show the runaway curves with this new modification. Figures 16
and 17 show the internal heat flows of these designs.

The "F" design with kapton fanins has a runaway power of 265(JW/mm2, a big
improvement over the glass fanins. The temperature range across has been reduced,
and is still fairly constant, being 5.8 degrees at P = OfjW/mm2 and 6.2 degrees at
P = 120iiW/mm2.

By using kapton, the amount of heat leaking through the fanins has been reduced
from fa (0.4 —» 0.5) W to fa 0.1 W. Although there is now a greater leakage through the
ICLS layer (a net flow out of this surface does not occur until P = 110//Wjmm2), the
kapton fanins have also reduced the temperature spread on the silicon from 5.9 degrees
to 3.8 degrees.

The runaway power of the "G" design with kapton (275fiW/mm2) is also an im-
provement on the glass-fanin design, but this is a small effect since the improved design
of the module has already pushed up the runaway point. The temperature spread is,
like the "F" design, reduced and still quite constant (3.5 degrees at P = Q/jW/mm2 and
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ANSYS 5.6
AUG 15 2000
07:58:02
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Figure 10: Temperatures seen on the "F" design lower silicon wafer, for P
120 fiW/'mm2.
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ANSYS 5.6
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Figure 11: Temperatures seen on the "G" design lower silicon wafer, for P =
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Heat flows for Baseline "F" design with Aluminium pipes
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Figure 12: The heat flows for the "F" baseline design with aluminium pipes.

Heat flows for Baseline "G" design with Aluminium pipes
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Figure 13: The heat flows for the "G" baseline design with aluminium pipes.
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Figure 14: The runaway curve for the "F" baseline, with different fanin materials.
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Figure 15: The runaway curves for the "G" baseline, with different fanin materials.
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Heat flows for Baseline "F" design with kapton fanins
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Figure 16: The heat flows for the "F" baseline design, with kapton fanins.

Heat flows for Baseline "G" design with kapton fanins
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Figure 17: The heat flows for the "G" baseline design, with kapton fanins.
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3.8 degrees at P = 120/iW/mm2).

Heat leakage through the fanins is reduced from fa 0.3W to fa 0.07W. The sub-
sequent leakage through the ICLS layer has increased so a net outward flow occurs at
P — 150//W/mm2. The temperature spread across the silicon wafers is reduced from
4.7 degrees to 3.6 degrees.

5 Thermal Separation of the Hybrid and Detectors.

We have seen that reducing the heatflow through the fanins improves the runaway power
and temperature uniformity of the silicon detectors, but we have not yet addressed
the second path through which heat may leak from the hybrid to the lower support:
through the inner cooling contact. This shows up as a negative ICLS value when the
silicon detector power is zero. This heat can be prevented from reaching and heating
the silicon wafers simply by removing the connection between the inner contact and the
lower support. This, however, leaves the detectors being single-point cooled by the outer
cooling contact.

Simulations of the detector were performed after the removal of the glue layer between
the inner contact and the lower support. The results are shown in figures 18, 19, and
20.

We can see an initial improvement to the silicon temperatures, with the temperatures
at low power now being not only much colder but more uniform (AT = 1.7 degrees for
the modified "F" design, and 0.5 degrees for the modified "G").

However, as power is increased, both modified designs quickly fail to cope with only
single-point cooling. The temperatures on the wafers rise rapidly and their uniformity
is quickly lost.

The ultimate runaway powers are 160(j,W/mm2 and lSOfJiW/mm2 for the two modi-
fied designs, so the specification of 240/iW/mm2 is no longer being achieved. We need
to find a way of extending the increasing the runaway power whilst retaining the low,
uniform temperatures seen at low power.

6 Effect of Changes to the Hybrid Cooling Contact.

As the inner contact is now only cooling the hybrid, we have some freedom to redesign
it. Figure 21 shows an additional change to our evolving design - the hybrid's cooling
contact is now on the innermost edge of the hybrid, attached to two tabs which have been
added to the hybrid. The new inner contact, like the outer contact, is still aluminium.
With this configuration, a cooling system with circumferential pipes can be used.

This new design is based on the "F" design model. Instead of reducing the heat
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Figure 18: Runaway curves for modules with IC-LS separation.
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Heat flows for Baseline "F" design with no ICLS connection
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Figure 19: Heat flows for the "F" design with kapton fanins and IC-LS separation.

Heat flows for Baseline "G" design with no ICLS connection
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Figure 20: Heat flows for the "G" design with kapton fanins and IC-LS separation.
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leakage through the (kapton) fanins by adjusting the dimensions of the lower support
(as in the "G" design), the leakage here is reduced by modeling the lower support as
poorly-conductive alumina (instead of A1N).

The runaway curve for this design is shown in figure 22, as is the curve for the same
design with CC contacts. The CC was defined as an anisotropic material with a thermal
conductivity of 4Q0W/m.K in two directions and 75W/m.K in the third. The CC of
the outer contact was oriented with the poor direction parallel to the outer cooling
pipe, and the CC of the inner contact had the poor direction perpendicular to the plane
of the detector. With this new design, CC was little different to aluminium, and we
have got the runaway power up to 180/uW/mm2 AT across the silicon is 1.3 degrees at
p = OfjW/mm2 and 3.2 degrees at P = 120fiW/mm2.

7 Effect of Changes to the Upper Support

The thermal characteristics were seen to further improve with a modification to the
upper support. By redesigning the upper support to have a kinked shape (as shown in
figure 23), less material is used and we have reduced the length over which the TPG
spine is thinned (from the slot that holds the upper support) at the outer end. This will
aid the flow of heat to the outer contact, and, like the use of aluminium pipes, will help
to reduce any thermal bottlenecks. This new upper support design also allows the outer
contact to the pipe to be made much larger (up to 32mm) if necessary.

Figure 24 shows a module with the new upper support in place. This design is
designated the Mel design.

As this design allows the contact width "C" to be easily changed, simulations were
performed with widths of 12.0, 20.0, 25.0, and 32.0mm (fig 25). (Note that width
denotes the size in the direction parallel to the pipe.) To save simulation time, only
powers estimated to be near runaway were chosen for C=25 and 32mm.

The runaway plots show that by making the outer contact wider than the baseline
size (which is 20mm), the silicon wafers can be better cooled by the single-point detector
cooling of the Mel design. A 32.0mm contact raises the runaway to 230fj,W/mm2, almost
up to the required 240/iW/mm2. The silicon temperature uniformity is still good. The
12 - mm-contact version has AT7 = 1.2 degrees at P = OfiW/mm2 and AT = 3.5
degrees at P = 120/zW/mm2. The 20 - mm-contact version has AT = 1.2 degrees at
p = 0jj,W/mm2 and AT = 3.0 degrees at P = 120nW/mm2.
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Figure 21: Module design with modified hybrid cooling contact.
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Figure 22: Runaway curves for the "F" design with the new hybrid cooling contact.
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Figure 23: The baseline and modified upper supports.
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Figure 24: Module design with modified upper support.
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Figure 25: The runaway curves for the Mel design. Four different contact widths have
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8 Effect of Changes to the TPG Spine.

We can improve things further if we increase the width of the TPG spine, allowing the
heat generated in the silicon wafers to be removed more efficiently. It is not necessary to
increase the spine by the same amount along its entire length. Figure 26 shows a series
of alternative spine. In each case, the spine remains 12mm wide at the inner end and its
width increases uniformly to a maximum at the inner side of the centre support. From
there to the outer contact, the width is constant.

Figure 27 shows the top and bottom of a module with such a modified spine.

Simulations were performed to find the runaway power with the (maximum) spine
widths of 12.0, 19.0, 25.0, and 32.0mm. For each spine width, contact sizes of 12.0, 20.0,
25.0, and 32.0mm were considered.

From these sixteen points, a surface could be determined, showing how the runaway
power changes with spine width S and contact width C (fig 28).

A runaway surface was also found for the Mel design when the CuNi pipes are
replaced with aluminium ones. Using aluminium pipes raises the runaway power by an
approximately 10fjW/mm2 for any spine and contact combination (fig 29).

From these surfaces, we can determine the curves connecting the spine/contact values
that give a runaway power of 240/j,W/mm2 (fig 30).

9 Radiation Length.

The plot in figure 30 gives a continuum of spine/contact that we can use to achieve
runaway of 240/xW/mm2. To decide which values to use, the radiation length of the
module components were calculated, and it was observed how they varied with the
choice of spine and contact size.

Only those components which changed as a result of altering S or C were consid-
ered. In some cases, only subsections of each piece were considered. (For example,
the semicircular ends of the supports never changed, so were not included in the Xo
calculation.)

The % radiation length after scaling the volume of each piece to an active area of
7539.4mm2.

Those components affected by changes to the spine width were:

• the TPG spine.

• the glue layer between the spine and the upper support.

• the glue layer between the spine and the center support.
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Figure 26: Mel design with different spine widths.
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Figure 27: Mel design with modified spine.
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Runaway Surface
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Figure 28: The runaway surface for the Mel design with CuNi pipes.
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Figure 29: The runaway surface for the Mel design with Aluminium pipes.
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Contact and spine values for Runaway Power=240uW/mm2
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Figure 30: Choices of spine width and contact width that give a runaway power of
240/iVF/mm2. (Melbourne design with two different cooling pipe materials.
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Figure 31: Radiation length of the Mel design (with CuNi pipes) as a function of the
contact width. The spine width is constrained by the lines in figure 30.

• the glue layer between the spine (and supports) and the upper silicon wafer.

• the glue layer between the spine (and supports) and the lower silicon wafer.

• the outer cooling contact.

• the glue between the outer cooling contact and the upper support.

The figures show that the radiation length of the module is clearly dominated by the
spine. Therefore, the way to minimize Xo is to make the spine as narrow as allowable
and use the widest outer cooling contact (32mm).

This means a maximum spine width of 12.5mm if aluminium pipes are being used,
and 13.627mm if they are CuNi. The runaway curves for these two situations are shown
in figures 33 and 34.

The heat flows in the two Mel modules are shown in figures 35 and 36.

The runaway curves show that the two Mel module variations are running away
at 2A0jj,W/mm2 as intended. The temperature spread across the silcon increases with
silicon power, but, for the CuNi-pipe version, is only 1.2 degrees at P = O/iW/mm2 and
2.7 degrees at P = 120fiW/'mm2.
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Figure 32: Radiation length of the Mel design (with Aluminium pipes) as a function of
the contact width. The maximum spine width is constrained by the lines in figure 30.

A contour plot of the lower silicon wafer temperatures at P = 120/j,W/mm2 is shown
in figure 37.

The best baseline temperature spread with CuNi pipes (the "G" design) has a mini-
mum spread (at zero power) of 4.7 degrees. The optimized Mel design with CuNi pipes
does not reach this until approximately 195/uVF/mm2

Similarly, with aluminium pipes, the best (zero power) temperature spread on the
"G" design is 4.6 degrees, which the optimized Mel design with aluminium pipes does
not reach until approximately WO/iW/mm2

10 Hybrid Temperatures.

A few words should now be said about the temperatures seen on the hybrids.

Figure 38 shows the hybrid temperatures for the "F" and "G" baselines (with choice
of aluminium or CuNi pipes), and the Mel design (again with aluminium or CuNi pipes).

The plots show that for each of the six designs, the maxmimum and minimum tem-
peratures on the hybrid are fairly independent of the silicon power.

The warmest temperature seen on the hybrid lies in the range 15 to 20 degrees, so the
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Figure 33: Runaway curve for the Mel design with 13.627mm spine and 32mm contact.
The pipes are CuNi.
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Figure 34: Runaway curve for the Mel design with 12.5mm spine and 32mm contact.
The pipes are aluminium.
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Heat flows for Mel design, s=13.627, c=32
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Figure 35: Heat flows for the Mel design with 13.627mm spine and 32mm contact. The
pipes are CuNi.
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Figure 36: Heat flows for the Mel design with 12.5mm spine and 32mm contact. The
pipes are aluminium.
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Figure 37: Temperatures seen on the Mel design lower silicon wafer, for P
120fiW/mm2.
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Figure 38: Hybrid temperatures as a function of silicon power.
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heat from the readout chips seems to be being removed fairly efficiently. There should
be no risk of the chips overheating.

11 Conclusions.

From the simulations performed for this paper, we can conclude:

• The "G" design provides considerable thermal improvement over the previous "F"
baseline.

• This improvement is due to better thermal isolation of the detectors from the
hybrid. A fully-optimized design should aim at near-complete thermal separation
of the detector and hybrid.

• Consideration of both spine width and the width of the contact with the outer
pipe is essential in split cooling. Maximizing the contact width to 32mm reduces
the required spine width and radiation length.

• With two-point cooling, aluminium pipes provide the better solution.

• The current baseline "G" design can be further improved by these optimizations
with no significant mechanical changes to the module design. The current holes for
holding the module in its assembly jig, and the basic assembly procedure, would
not change with such improvements. The "G" design can be improved by

1. Simplifying the hybrid cooling contact so that it cools the hybrid only. Alu-
minium pipes should be used, and there will be no need for a split block.

2. Keep the same lower support design but use alumina (or other low conduc-
tivity material) rather than A1N.

3. Optimizing the upper support shape (whilst keeping the positions of the cur-
rent assembly pinholes) and maximizing the width of the outer contact as
proposed.

4. Finally, optimizing the TPG spine width to get the required runaway power.
From calculations to date, a spine width of « 15mm should be more than
adequate, though this will need to be investigated further,

• If we wish to go beyond these simple changes made to the "G" design, we can
introduce the design changes used to optimize the "Mel" design. The hybrid
cooling contact can be completely redesigned and the fanins replaced with flexible
kapton. The effects of these changes are:

1. The temperature spread across the detectors, AT, is very much smaller.
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2. The kapton fanins mean the hybrid is thermo-mechanically separate from the
detectors, so any thermal stress in the hybrid does not affect the detectors.

3. The hybrid temperature is lower.

4. With circumferential pipes, the pipe diameters for the hybrid and detector
cooling may be independently optimized.
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